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Introduction

In the quest for quality eduoation for minority-group children
that has existed for roughly the past fifteen years, parent participa-
tion has occupied an important and, more recently in the name of com-
munity oontrol, even dramatic focus. The reason oan be found in the
belief that there is a positive relationship between the quality of a
child's home life and his sohool success and, similarly, in the belief
that there is a positive relationship between the participation of
parents in the conduct of the school program and the quality of that
program. Each belief, in Urn, has been guided by ths conception that
the school has a right and responsibility to help improve the quality
of community life, while at the same time the communitq has a right
and responsibility to participate in the operation of the school.

These beliefs and conceptions have found expression in a variety
of programs, practices, and events. The success of these propane,
practices, oral events has depemied on their ability to secure the
participation of parents. For this reason, it is evident from the
literature that most have failed, since few, if any, have been ablcr to
secure their participation on any significant, sustained scale. Indeed,
one of the most perpladng problems that schoolmen and others have
faced over the last fifteen:years is that of how to secure the
paftioipution of parents in activities ani processes provided for or
opened up to them.

This situation should not be surprising, as neither the problem
nor the effort is nett. Although a story seldom told* this same problem
existed during another period in the history of the American public
school and similar efforts were made to solve itand with similar
outcomes. The period in question is that from roughly 1890 to 1924
when, through the Ameriaanisation movement, the school attempted to
secure the participation of immigrant parents in a varietty of aotivi-
ties, especially night schools. They met with mining success,
attracting--it is estimatedno more than 5 to 10 percent of the
population.

This historical parallel aside, what is surprising is that
despite the perceived centrality of the problem in the quest for quality
education for minority-group children* hardly any research has been done
with respect to it. The little research which has been done is con-
owned mainly with the relationship between socioeconomic status and
parent participation. In those instances where other considerations
have been addressed, such as the relationship of program characteristics
to parent participation, the quality of the studies leaves much to be
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Wherear the focus of the study was on school-parent ties, the
relevance of the fizzling. extends far beyond the partioipatory relation-
ship between these two agents. Broadly conceived, this report is a
study in parent and oitisen participation. The urban public elementary
school happens to be'the agency concerned. It could well have been,
say, Model cities, a cozsmmity school board, a political election, or an
adult education program. The speoitics, of ootrse, mild have differed,
but, on the basis of resoarch studies, there ic reason to believe that
many of the underlying dynamics would have been the same.

Purpose of thq Study

The purpose of the study was to identify factors that help to
explain the dynamics responsible for the participation Est nonparticipa-
tion of mirzority-group parents in school aotivities. This was done to
provide guidelines that, specific:ally, eight improve the chimes of an
elementary school principal increasing the number of minority-group
parents mho make in-school contsots and that, generally, would have
implications for other seaters of American life oonaerned with the
participatory behavior of these parents.

Design of the Study

This purpose was accomplished by evaluating an experimental
self-help parent education program conducted in twenty-seven public
elementary schools in New York City (the case study aspect of the
investigation) end, interpal to this evaluation, making a status study

1See my review of the literature, Joe L. Rempuon, "An Exploratory
Study to Help Increase the Number of Parents Who Mske In-School Contacts
in Low-Income Urban Ares Public Elementary Schools," Doctor of Education
Project Report, New York, Teaohers College, Columtda University, 1969,
PP 1141 also see my artioles "School-Parent Programs in Depressed
Urban Naighborhoodss" Robert A. Dent ler end others, eds., The Urban
R 'es Race Relations as the Problem in Urban Education,
Pulzlished tor the Center for Urizan Education by trezieriok A. Praeger,
Publishers, 1967, pp. 130-157.
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of the school-parent programs anti the Parent-Teacher Association programs
in these schools and in two other similar schools. The Experimental
Program was conduoted by a parent organisation, which is herein called
the Experimental Agency. The major evaluation emphasis was on the
Experimental. Program, with progressively less emphasis being accorded
to the school-parent programs and the PTA programs, respectively. The
time period covered by the study was the 1965-66 school 7ear

The main sources of data were 1115 Negro and Puerto Rican control
parents, 376 Negro and Puerto Rican supplementary control parents, 209
Negro and Puerto Rican experimental parents. 150 Negro and Puerto
Rican parent leaders, the 13 supervisors in the Experimental Program,
12,5 teachers, 25 principals, 13 Parent-Coacher Association and Parent
Association presidents, school records, records kept ty the Experimental
Agency, and observations of discussion meetings, sohool-parent sotivi-
ties, and PTA and PA meetings. The data were gathered mainly through
self-administered questionnaires that were sent the control parents and
the supplementary control parents by pupils and that were mailed to most
of the experimeztal parents and to all of the PTA and PA presidents,
teachers were given theirs in person. Ifterviews were conducted with
!sleeted experimental parents and with all of the prinoipsls 'who, in
addition to filling out questionnaires on their own in ease cases, were
also interviewed. Observation schedules were employed in observing the
discussion meetings. The main test of significance amployed was the
chi-equare test.

The Experimental Program

The main purpose of the Experimental Program was to help parents
to gain the confidence and know-how that these parents need to be able
themselves to help their children to raise the level of their school
achievement specifically and their intellectual developeen generally.
Its target group was had-to-relish parents. The chief method thereby
it sought to accomplish its goal was discussion meetings wherein parents
were invited tot learn and discuss what the school wee doing in the
different curricular ems, learn how they Gould help at home, and
&isms any concerns which they had. Supervisors from the Experimental
Agency trained parents (called parent leaders) in the respective schools
to run 'the program in their school. The supervisors were experienced

Parent-ieacher Assoalation work and were themselves trsined by the
Experimental Agency.

In their conduct of the disousbion meetings, the major problems
encountered by the dismission leaders, whether the supervisors or the
parent leaders, weres

1. Providing en enticing soda climate.

6
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2. Getting participation from the whole group.

3. Keeping to the subject.

4. Presentingthe material in an interesting way.

5. Integrating and svamearizing the discussion.

6. AsIdng thought-provoking questions.

7. Having command of the information discussed.

The Experimental Program had nix: sajor weaknessess

1. It did not enlist the cooperation of the school and therefore
did not have the active support of teadhers aril principals.

2. It spread its supervisory stsff so thin that the staff was
unable to concentrate its efforts, with the result that the
program was pcgmly coordinated.

3. It gave too little attention to the prdblem of recruiting
parents for the program. Poor attendance was a major source
of dl tisfeotion to many experimental parents, to parent
leadeks, and to some supervisors.

4. It gave grossly inadequate attention to those process
variables which are related to effeutive group disoussion.

5. In general, it failed to formulate a program design with
behavioral objectives and tactical approaches, and to train
a start to implement it effectively.

6. It failed to practice open and rigorous self-criticism in
its staff meetings, and it did not encourage divergent
thinking.

The reaction of the partioipants to the Experimental Program was
at variance td.th what the fbregoing suggests. Most expressed satisfac-
tion with it.

With respect to the effects of the Experimental Program, no hard
data were gathered. Self reports by the partioipants (both experimental
parents and parent Upsides) indicated, however, that they benefited
frootheir involvement. The benefits which they expropsed consisted
primarily of three gains a an improvement in their ability to guide
their &Wren's growth, both in school and out of school a
strengthened selt-imag (for example, more confidence in their ability
to speak in public, greater self-understanding, an irsereased feeling of

7
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personal dignity, and a feeling of increased adequacy in their wife-
mother role)1 and an increase intheiritmoWledge of how the school
functions and how they should funotion in relation to it.

School-Parent Activities

The administration of school-perent aotivities in the sample
schools was almost always handled by the principal, an assistant
principal, or a guidance counselor. The schools were virtually on their
own in the oonduot of whatever activities they sponnoryd. They got
little help or encouragement fraiWthe central office, nor did they
enlist the aid of outside agencies. Of the various possible types of
printed materials that they might have distributed to parents, they
rarely made use of &prof them and of none of them on a systematic
basis. The moa . common4 used printed materials which they employed
were routine notioes to parents, those notioesindioative of the other
printed materials examinelgermmilly being poorly written, being
nnimaginative, and having a reading level which the parent dsta indicate
was prObahly too high for at least 19 percent of the parent population.
Whereas a %twisty of school-parent activities took place in the sample
sohools, with two exceptions, none of these schools had a school-parent
program in the sense of a systematic, unified attempt to establish
contacts with parents.

Parent-Teaoher Association Activities1

The general impression gained is that the relationship between
the principals and the PTAs was one of forced cooperation. The prinoi-
pals expressed a desire to see an motive PTA, but they did little to
help make it so. The PTA lesdership, on the other hand, often saw the
principal as someone who wanted to know its business and Who wanted to
dominate its meetings. In its minds, he was further someone responsible
for the low aoadsmio standing ofthe mlools. It wished, therefore, to
keep him "in his place" and "on his toes."

While the principals did little to help make the Parent-Teacher
Associations effective, the central body Um* assumed the responsibility
to help mike them so was understaffedo Five part-time field representa-
tives serviced 00 schools, an average of 86 schools each.

1Thie includes Perent Associations, too. (Teachers are barred-
from susubership in these Associations, which is what differentiates then
from ParentaReaohor Associatione.)

8
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Like the sample schools, none of the PTAs had a unified, thought-
out parent program. Of the activities which they sponsored for parents,
few of them were parent education activities. Five published an
ocoasional newsletter, but these newsletters mere of a poor quality and
contained little parent etueation information or information about the
school and its curriculum.

Data from the 376 supplementary control parents revealed that
the parents uho least often participated in Parent-Teacher Association
activities did not feel meIcome Mhen thqy attended PTA meetings. Nor
did they get mhat they expected from these meetings. The expectations
most frequently mentioned mere a desire to learn 'what goes on in school,
a desire to learn what coull be done to improve Uhat goes on in school,
an attempt to gain a bmdter understanding of how parents and teadhers
can work together, and & wish to learn about their child's behavior or
progress.

The I) tug and Holding power of the Discussion Meetings
and the S Atus of Sahool-Barent Contact('

Drawing Power of the Discussion matt_sl

Combining the parents mho attended the discussion meetings (the
experimental parents) with the parents who acted as diectssion loaders
(the parent leaders), the 137 disaussion meetings which were held drew
a total of 763 parent*. This amounted to 6 percent of the total parent
population of the 20 sample schools. For the two groups combined, the
discusrimmmetings for a given school draws typical median of 3
percent of the parent population, and a given meeting a typical median
of 2 percent of the parent population.

Of the experimental parents mho had a chance to attend the
discusaion meetings more than once after their first visit, 29 percent
of them did. In turn, 29 percent of this group attended two mows
conseouttre meetings--most of these attending only two consecutive
meetings.

The fall and spring teacher-parent conferences in 23 sample
schools were attended bye median average of 34 percent of the parent
population. of 464 aontmol parents (mothers and fathers), 6o percent
of them reported making one or mare selfAritiated visits to see
teachers. On an overall basis, of 383 contra parents, 18 percent of
then had not made individual visits of any kind to see a teachers the
plurality of the others reported having made from three to five Guth
visits. For the supplementary control parents, 62 percent had made

9
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one or more self-initiated visits to see teachers, the plyeality havingmade from three to five visits in their case also.

Crony School Contants_

The group meetings (grade oonferences and parent workshops)
which wre held for the entire parent population in six of the sample
schools had a median average drawing power of 4 peroent of the parent
population.

Parent Contacts bir
Teactiers and Principals

On a per teacher basis, the average amber of parent contactsinitiated by in teachers on a class-wide basis was 20, these contacts
being initiated mainly as agents of the principal. The average number
of individual parent contacts which they initiated vas 25, slightly uncle"
one contact izier parent given their average class dee of 28. The par-ticipation of teachers in the civic, polittoal, and sooial life of
their school committee was minimal.

The typical principal among the 25 interviewed had one in-school
aotivity for parents. Except for the fact that four of 19 of the
principals belonged to polioe precinct groups in the neighborhoods
where they were prinoipals, none of these principals belonged to oivic,
political, or smile organisations fehich held meetings in these
neighborhoods. Nor did they otherwise participate in the life of their
school neighborhoods or committee.

Parent-Teacher Association Partteilation

The reports of the principals indicated that the typical drawing
power of the Parent-Teacher Assoolation meetings was an *Terme of 5
percent of the parent popeation, about the same as the drawing power
of sohool-sponsored group meetings. The data on 314 control parents
revealed that 19 percent of them were PTA ambers, and that 51 pereent
of these 19 percent had attended one or sere PTA meetings. Only 12
portent of 330 control parents had at one time or another helped with
such sohool activities ss taking pupils on tolps.

Drtt_teses

Seven main hypotheses and twelve popular hypotheses were tested.
Each is listed, with an imdication in parentheses of whether it wasre-

10
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supported or rejected.1 The list is followed by topical narrative
sue:aeries that provide a more unified overview of the findings yielded
by al nineteen hypotheses.

The seven main hypotheses were:

1. The draldng power of the disousalon meetings and that of
the other group meetings for parents at a given eample
school will not significantay differ from one another.
(S in general)

2. The drawing power oZ the school-parent activities and
the status of the teacher-parent contacts can be explained
partly as a function of selected sociological characteristics
of the parents. (S) The writing hypothesis was that propor-
tionately more high-oontact parents than few-contaot parents
411 have,

2..1. A lower age level (SN-SNP)

2. 2. More children who are at a lower grade level
(SN-SP-SNP)

2. 3. More children who sre from the upper ability level .of
their classes (SNP)

2. 4 Fewer preschool children (SNP)

2. 5. Fewer children (SE)

2. 6. strong father role (SN-SNP)

2. 7. A lover residential mobility rate (SN-SNP-SP in
opposite direction)

2. 8. A longer period of city residence (SN-6NP)

2. 9. A higher educational level (SN4NP)

2.10. A higher occupationel level (8P-8NP)

2.11. A higher employment rate (SNP)

2412. Fewer among thee who have day-time jobs (S11-SNP)

15ymbolss 9 le Supported; it Rejected; SN a Supported for Negro
parents; SP si Supported far Puerto Rioen parents; SNP Supperted for
Negro parernts and Puerto Rican parents combined.



2.13. Less preocoupation with economic concerns (5 in
opposite direction for N and NP)

2.14. More civic.interest (SN-SNP)

2.15. A higher rating on the importance attached to eduoatico
(SP-SNP-6P in opposite direction for young women)

2.16. A greater feeling of responsibility for their
children's academic achievatent (SN-SNP)

2.17. Higher educatioral aspirations for tbonselves ard
their children (SNP for their children)

2.18. Kore self-confidence in the presence of school
personnel (SP in presence of teacherssame for NP--
in opposite direction for N in presence of counselors)

2.19. A lower degree of satisfaction frost their previous
contacts with the school (R)

2.20. A positive image of their ability to change school
ani neighborhood morditions (SN-SNP)

2.21. A positive attitude toward the school (R)

2.22. A higAer rate of membership mil participation in
group activities (SN-80)

2.23. English-speaking ability among foreign-born parents
(5)

3. Parent participation in the discussion meetings aid the
school-parent activities can be explained partly as a func-
tion of the sex of parents ani of the ethnic composition of
the perent population. (S) The working hypotheses were that,

3s 1. Proportionately more mothers than fathers will
participate in the discussion meetings aul the school-
parent activities. (mil-SNP)

3. 2. Where the opportunity toists for two or more ethnic
groups to participate together in the discussion
meetings or the usual gaup meetings for parents at
the sample sohoolso one ethnic group will dispropor-
tionately outnumber the other ethnic group. (S)
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4. Contrary to the expressed intent of the Experimental Agency,
thy discussion meetings will fail to make a significant
breakthrough in reading few-content parents; rather, the
parents who attend the discussion meetings 431 be more
similar in selected sociological characteristics to high-
contact then to few-contact parents. (S) The working
hypothesis was that, like high-contact parents, these parents
en differ from few-contact parents in that proportionately
more of them will have:

4.1. A lower ago level (S in opposite direction for N
and NP)

4.2. Fewer preschool children (R)

4.3. A lower residential mobility rate (SN-SNP)

4.4. A longer length of town and city residence (R)

4.5. A higher educational level (It)

4.6. A higher occupational. statue (SN43NP)

4.7. A higher employment rate (R)

4.8. More among the foreign-born who speak English (R)

5. The number and the type of tftcher-initiated and principal-
initiated parent contacts in the sample schools aro a
function ,nt selected sociological and professional
characteristics which these teachers me principals have.
(11 re number--6 re type for teachers) The working hypothesis
was that mare parent contacts awl more type of parent
contacts of a high quality are initiated by the teachers
and principals *to, proportionatelys

5.1. Have a lower social-class background (R)

5.2. Participate in neighborhood-based organiaations (R)

5.3. Rave * more favorable perception of parents and higher
expectations of them. (R)

5.4. Have a more favorable perception of pupils (R)

5.5. Perceive the sehool as a powerful change agent (R)

5.6. Hallo a higher morale (R)

5.7. Have a college major or minor in social science (R)

la



5. 8. Have more experience in low-income area schools or
have worked longer in their present school (R)

5. 9. Are older (R)

5.10. Are married (R)

It was further hypothesized that two characteristics--importance
attached to parent cooperation and amount of educationhave no
relationship to the lumber and quality of the type of parent contacts
initiated by these teachers and principals. (S) The quidity of the
type of contact was determined by the extent to which the type of
contact was personal. The more personal the type of contact the higher
its quality as a type of' contact, on the growx1 that it would make
possible better communication.

6. The more parent contacts that the teachers aril principals
initiate, tb e. more school contacts the parents initiate,
these contacts being similar in type to the type of contacts
initiated by the teachers and principas. (S for teachers
R for principals)

7. Sone characteristics of the activities investigated 411
be associated with higher drawing ar holding power than
other similar characteristics of these activities. For
example, discussion meetings held at night um be
associated with higher drawing power than discussion
meetings held during the deY (S)

The twelve popular hypotheses wares

1. Parents do not acme out because they are not interested in
their children. (R on itzlireat evidence)

2. Parents do not realise the importance of showing an interest
in their children's schooling. (SNP)

3. You see only the parents of the children who are doing well.
(SN-SNP)

4. Maw parents do not get notices sent home from school.
(SN-SNI))

$ . Often parents, are not made to feel welcome when they visit
the school. (SN-SP.SNP)

6. Parents do not find their visits to the school useful.
(SNP)
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7. Teachers use words that make it hard for parents to
unierstiowl. (R)

8. Parents are afraid that they will not be able to put what
they want to say into the right words. (R)

9. Parents do not have what they consider the ;roper clothes.
(R)

10. Parents often do not belong to the Parent -Teacher Assoc ia-
tion because they cannot afford to pay the membership dues.
(S for high-oontaot N and NP)

U. Parents stay away from night meetings because of fear of
being attaoked. (SP)

12. Parents have had unpleasant school experiences. .(SP-SNP)

Dillaust.0

In general, the drawing power of the discussion meetings and
other group meetings in the sample schools did not significantly differ.
The Experimental Program thus failed to reach more patents than normally
reached by the school. Signi.fioant differences were fount to exist
among the schools in the drawing power of their aotivities for parents,
the same holding true for the discussion settings. Some of the reasons
for this are suggested by the flutings below.

Parent Characteristic.

The parents who most often partioipated in school aotivities
differed significantly from the parents who least often did so. It
is true *ether -Tefissmunsai is being made to Negro parents, Puerto Rican
parents, or bothbut particularly if raferenoe is being made to Negro
parents and to Negro and Puerto Rican parents combinwd.

In their objective share Aeristica, in comparison with fro-oon-
tact Negro parents, sore high-eontaot Negro parents to a signinoant
extent had lived in the city a greater peroentage of their lives a bad
moved fewer times in recent yearsi had, together with their spouses,
lived in their iresent house longers were young's's had fewer childreni
had more children in the primary grades s had obildren *a were doing
well in schools bad a highest education.1 levels more often worked at
night or slternated between day and night works along with their
spouses, belonged to more social clubs; were from homes having a strong
father role; ant were more likely to get notices sent home from school.
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In their subjective citaracteristics, to a greater degree than
with respect to their objective characteriatics, in oosaperison with
the few-contact parents, more were more mourned, in particular, about
the job situation in their neighborhood and, in general, about neighbor-
hood conditions (that is, had greater civic interest); felt more
certain about their power to help improve these conditions; felt a
greater sense of responsibility for their children's academia achieve-
aent; and fat weloome when they visited the sohool.

The distinctions were not nearly so many in the cue of Puerto
Rican parents, as there were only six whose muning is clear. In
comparison with few-contact Puerto Rican parents, more high-contact
Puerto Rican parents had spouses itho had a higher occupational status,
said that membership dues prevented their becoming aPartat-iteaohor
Association member; more often spoke English; attached more importance
to education tor young mem found their own schooling Impleasantl and
stayed now from night meetings at school for fear of attack. In
general, however, the troll of the difference was identical to that for
Negro parents.

In comparison with their few-oontaot counterparts, more Negro
and Puerto Rican high-contact parents had lived in the city a greater
percentage of Their lives; had moved fewer times over the past three
yeqrs1 had, together with their spouses, lived longer in their ;resent
house; were younger; had a higher educational level; more often worked
at night or alternated between day and night work; more often had spouses
who were employed and who had a higher acupational status; along with
their spouses, belonged to more social clubs; wore frost hcaos having a
strong father role; said that membership dues prevented them from
becoming a parent-Teacher Association member; got school notices; and
had children who were doing all in school.

In their subjective aharacteristios, the high-oontaot Negro and
Puerto Rican parents °cabinet, in comparison with their few-contact
counterperts, were more concerned, in particulars about Us job
situation in the:..neighborhood (that is, had more civic) interest); felt
more certain about their power to, help 'improve neighborhood conditions;
had greater self-confidence in the presence of teachers; got gat they
expected from their visits to teachers; had higher educational aspire.-
tions for their children; attached greater importance to education for
young men; fiat a greater sense of responsibility for their children's
academia achievement; realised the importance of showing an interest
in.their child's schooling; rut had found their awn. school experiencesapleuant

Other data suggest or confirm that in caaparison with their
few-oontact opposites, Negro and Puerto Riess parents (seperately and
combined) more likely had more children in the 'primary grades, had more
children in the upper-ability groups of theirpades, and had fuer -

preschool children,

16
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Finally, the study revealed that parents who made contacts on
their own initiative, though few-oontaot parents as defined in this
study, shared sone of the characteristics of high-oontact parents, such
as a relatively high eduoational level, residential stability, self-
confidence in the presence of school personnel, and a positive pomp-
tion of their ability to change the suliool. This was particularly true
for Negro Est Puerto Rican parents combined, but less so for each of
them separately, lathouto with few lenceptione the trend for both was in
this direction.

The Sex Factor

Whether parents participated at all in sohool activities was,
except for Puerto Rican parents, partly a funotion of tivair sex. For
Negro parents and for Negro and Puerto Rican parents combined, sig-
rd.ficantly more mothers than fathers. participated itt these activities.
For the regularly scheduled activitiesOpen School Week and the fall
teacher-parent conferencesthe Puerto Rican fathers, however, did not
significantly differ in their attendance from the Puerto Rican mothers.
Only in regard to extraparental activitiesthe discussion meetings owl
self-initiated visits to see teachersdid the Puerto Rioan mothers
sigtLfloantly outnisaber the Puerto Rican fathers.

The Ethnic Factor

In addition to being partly a function of their sec, whether parents
participate at all in school *cavities was also pertly a function of
the ethnic composition of the parent population. Of the three samples
that provided an adequate test (the discussion meetings in two schools
awl one Parent-Teacher Association meeting), in all of thee one of the
two ethnics groups in the population (Negro or Puerto Rican) had a sig-
nificantly 'eater proportionate representation than tho other ethnics
group.

Other findings relative to ethnic group partioipation showed that
significantly more Puerta Rican father. than Negro fathers perticipated
in regularly seheduled (wheel activities, whereas parallel evidence tor
their respeotive spouses was inoonolusive. Insofar as the overall ,

relationsihip between ethnic status and pertioipation is concerned, data
on parent attendance at the fall and spring teacher-parent conferences
in 23 of the 27 sample schools revealed that as the percentage of Negro
parents in the population increased, so did parent participation in
these conferences (.313 oorrelation), while as the percentage of Puerto
Rican parents in the population increased, parent participation in
those conferences decreased (-AO corre).ation). The data further
revealed that the Puerto Risen parents in the sample participated less
than the Negro parents in organisational activities, as represented by
their past rembership in the Perent-ifeacher Association and * the fact



that significantly fewer of them participated in the discussion meetings.

These participation differences between Nepo ard Puerto Rican
parents are attributed at least partly to the differences between the
two groups in language ard to the fad that to a signifieantly greater
extent than the Nero parents, the Puerto Rican parents possessed many
ot the key objective and subjective characteristicssuch as a low
educational level, a high mobility rate, and less attachment to the
importanoe of educationwhich this study shows are significantly
related to low peront participation in school activities.

t_M U sivenes s of suaon Nee ,4-

Those- parents who attended discussion meetings had or tented to
have key selected characteristics similar to the parents who were ohm
to. make relatively frequent in-school contacts, the same being applicable
to 'those parents who rebelled to the discussion meetirss most often.
The Experimental Program therefore failed la its attempt to reach the
hard-to-reach parents. The parents that it did reach wore the middle
parents. These were the parents who in tNeir characteristics fell
between the hard-to-reach parents, as amplified by the few-contaot
parents, and the most active parents, as represented by the parent
leaders. The data revealed that these leaders possessed characteristics
whioh typify the chernoteristios assosialed is the literature with the
most active parents in a school. They were the oldest, the most
residentially stable, owl the most educated of the parents.

Teacher and Principal Characteristics

The minor of teaoher-initiated parent contacts was not directly
a function iarire teachers' sociological and professional characteris-
tics, mid in only one instance were they indirectly a fUnction of these
characteristios--that instance pertains to social-class backpiound.
Rather, they ere interpreted to have been a function of the disoipline
problems whit* teaohers were experienoing. Teachers were hinitiat-
ing because they were seeking to solve the classroom discipline problem*
which they were having with their loser-ability classes. On the other
hand, those who most often sought to solve their problems by contaeting
parents were teaohers with locos social-class baolcgrounds.

The data pointed to three variables as related to the umber of
parent contacts initiated by the principals, each variable operating
statistically iMertivient of the other in this mode the years of
experience which they had as heads of low-inoome areas schools (.61
correlation) j their perception of their pupils ( oorrelation)i and
an active Parent-Teacher Association as determined by the pereent
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attendance at PTA meetings (.42 correlation). The latter finding may
partly reflect the role that incentive and pressure provided by the
PTA played in principal-initieted contacts with parents mhioh, if so,
would be in accord with qualitative observations.

The type of parent contacts initiated by the teachers was not
found to be associated with any of the ten characteristics predicted,
but was discovered to be associated mith three characteristics that had
not been predicted. The primary grade teachers expressed a greater
minimises to visit parents' homes during school hours than inter-
mediate grade teachers. In comparison mith the teachers *to were few-
initiating in contacting parents by telephone, significantly more of the
teachers mho were high-initiating in this regard had taken courses which
they reported haxl helped them in their contacts with parents. And.in
comparison with the **lite teachers, significantly acre of the Negro
teachers had contacted parents 'by telephone. From these three findings,
it may be inferred that more type of parent contaots of a high quality
are likely to be initiated by teachers idiot singularly or in combination,
ethnically identify vith .the parents, urderstand the parents' life
situation and life style, or are coradtted--by training--to teacher-
parent cooperation. Limited date did not permit an adequate test of a
comparable relationship for the principals.

An analysis of the related qualitative findings led to the con-
clusion that the fact that teachers saw the school as having limited
power to change community lifejdid not, by implication, see the school
as being responsible for the status of its relations with parents; had
little formal training to assist themi, and got little help or encourage-
ment from the school all combined to help explain the statue of teacher-
initiated parent contacts. Heading the list of things mentioned by
teachers as facilitating their contacts with parents were, in order,
administrative encouragement, the scheduling of specific activities for
parents, having a telephone aVailable to call parents, and, in Puerto
Rican coutunities, having a Spanish liaison teacher.

The related qualitative data for principals pointed to the status
of the number of parent oontacts wilich they initiated as being a func-
tion of their perception of parent cooperation as only mar4nall7
related to the main problems which faced them, to their implicit belief
that the school mas not responsible for the statue of school-parent
relations at their schools, to their almost total lack of formal train-
ind- to the little help and little incentive which they received from
central office, and to the demands placed on them by the Varied natnre
of their job.

111Forma1 training" refers to the courses in school-community
relations.

. 19
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Reciprocity in School-Parent Contacts

For teachers, there was a relationship between the number ard
type of parent contacts which they initiated and the number and type
of school contacts which the parents made. The high-initiating teachers
received from parents more contacts than the few-initiating teachers.
Relative to the type of parent contacts which they initiated,

1. Teachers who were high-initiating in sending home notes or
letters through the mail received from parents sigid.ficantly
more notes or letters through the mail than the teachers who
were few-initiating in their ties of this method of contact,
siviificantly more than those who were high-initiating in
sending home nots or letters by pupils, and more than
those who wore high-initiating in telephoningtvarents.

2. Teachers who were high-initiating in,sending.houe notes
or letters by pupils received from parents notes
or letters by pupils than did the teachers who were few-
initiating in their use of this method of contact, and
more than those who were high-initiating in their use
of the other two methods of content.

3. Teachers who wre high-initiating in telephoning parents
received from parents more telephone calls than did the
teachers who were few-initiating in their use of this
method of contact, and more than the teachers who were
high-initiating in their use of the other two methods
of contaot.

For principals, the data did not permit an adequate test of the
existence of a relationship between the type of contacts which they
initiated and the type of school contacts made by parents. The other
part of the hypothesis for them was not adequately tooted either.

In related findings, a relationship was further disoovered
between the number of school contacts aide by parents and the ethnic
composition ard stability of the teaching staff. The higher the
pereentage of the teashing staff that vas Negro in predominantly Negro
schools the higher was the average percentage of the parents who
attended the fall and spring teacher-went conferences (.69 correla-
tion), and for the sample schools generally, the higher the percentage
of the teaching staff that had three years or more of teaching experi-
ence the higher the average percentage of parents who attorded these
conferences (.56 correlation).

Two other related discoveries imply that the number of parent
contacts which teachers initiated were sigaticantly rafted, not only
to the quantity of school contacts that parents make, but also to the
quality of these contaots. The teachers idso were most frequently
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contacted by parents for tho purpose of getting homework for their
children awl for the purpose of learning how to help their children with
their schodlwork wore high-initiating teachers.

Program Characteristics

Four of seven characteristics examined were found to have a
significant relationship to the added drawing or holding power of
parent activities:

1. notifying parents of any school activity in a face-to-face
contact.

2. Activities held near the beginning of the school year.

3. A topic: with one or more of four characteristics:

3010

302.

It provides an opportunity for parents to learn
about the behavior and progress of their children.

It provides an opportunity for parents tc observe
their children in a school activity.

3.3. It concerns a subject area that parents feel or lam
presents a problem for their children, or that is
important for their children's success in school.

3.4. It provides help for parents in regard to .something
itioh the parents want for their children.

40 The quality of a discussion activity, as measured mainly by
its informativeness, that quality including for non-English
speaking parents making what transpires intelligible in
their .language.

The time of day an activity is held, the day of the week it is
held, anti the use of indigeneous leadership in oomiucting an activity
showed no significent relationship to its drawing power.

Conaistent with the quantitative Mange, the qualitative data
gathered from parents either explicitly or implicitly reveal that
parents liked activities whose foci are direetly or indireotly on their
children, or on the role aM related performanoe of the school regarding
their children. They, too, expressed a like for activities that have a
friendly, informal atmosphere end which movide them an opportunity to
share with a Astable number of other parents their interests, concerns,
and problems.
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Familiarity Generalizations

Given the purpose of this study, the emergence of four familiarity
ffnneozlizations may be its most important contribution. Based on rtine

gs, "familiarity" is here defined as the state of directly orindirect knowin or bein a,.uainted with teachers or nte as a
speed c or generaliz... ou 9 or on an a vid bas s. These Ingo
suggest '%irfoiloiang our genez za ons re

1. The more familiar parents are with teachers, the more likely
they are to initiate contacts with them.

2. The attendance of parents at group school activities is
frequently influenced by their acquaintance with one or
more of the participating parents.

3. The more familiar teachers are with parents, the more
personal Their method of contact with than is likely to
be and the more likely they are to initiate parent contacts
if they feel that there is a need to do so.

4. There is a recirrooal relationship between the frequency
'Kith Vetch teachers initiate contacts with parents and the
frequenv with which parents initiate contacts with teachers.

Guidelines

Based on the findings 'resented, 24 guidelines are recommended
as to how the elementary school principal in a low-income area might
inrpoeve his chances of increasing the rnttuber of parents who make in-
school contacts. The empirical evidence presented suggests that for
activities involving individual school oontacte by parents, they would
draw at least from 40 to 60 percent of the parent population, MI that
for activities involving group school contacts by parents, they would
draw at least from 12 to 21 percent of the parent population. In each
instancea this) would be higher than the drawing power of similar
activities in three-fourths of the schools that made up the sample.

These guidelines are intended as much to stimulate thinking as
they are to guide action. The firdings do not point to any one guide-
line or av particular combination of guidelines that are likely to
lead to an increase in the nunbrr of psrenta utio make in-sethool con-
tacts, Its import is that it is the right combinetion of gtddelines,
conscientiously pursued, that will accomplish this goal, a right
combination that *an only be determined upon experimentation ard
emanation.
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Indeed, much cause for parietal= can be found in the finalise.
They unnistakably suggest that, given the structural barriers that stool
between school and parents, such se the low socrioemadc statue of the
parents, the prinoipal may well have to settle for a low contact level.
In that case, his most laportant oontribution to improving the acadeda
Achievement level of the minority-poup child (his ultimate goal) lies
in making Andamental laprovesente in the school, This undertaking
could be greatly assisted, of course, through increased parent
participation, even though that participation might involve a small
percentage of Weds*

Folloidag is a summary of the e guidelines. Space does not
permit giving the rationale for each or stating the suggestions shich
acoompany them.

1. On his own or through formal instruction, the prinoipal
should expose himself, to some of the thinking and research
in the area of se)lool-canunity relationships.

2. An organisational structure should be established fr the
conluot of the school-parent program.

3. The princips1 should adopt those policies ird practices
which maximise staff stability.

4. A teaching staff should be recruited that, insofar as la
consistent with sound educational practice, is proportionately
rerresentative of the various ethnic groups in the parent
population. Effective use might also be made of paraprofes-
sionals in this context.

5. In the absence of a definite career selection, minorityø
soup parents rhould be eneouraged to advise their high-
school-sgo end college-age children to take up =rears in
elementary school teaching in low-inane areas.

6. Parents should be involved in school activities in such a
way that thw get the feeling that they have power and
influence in shaping the school proses.

7+ Just es the sehool has a planned curriculum for pupils,
it should have a planned curriftlina for parents.

8. The irinsipal should make himself visible in the school
neighborhood.

9. Teachers and prinsipels should continually cceenniimate
with parents threough a variety of printod materials.
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10. The first two weeks of the school year ehould be sot aside
for home visits by teachers.

U. In addition to hone visite, teachers should be continually
encouraged to initiate parent contacts and should be
provided the tine and help they need ,for this purpose.

12. The Parent4eaohor Association should be helped and
encouraged to be active.

13. Notices to parents *bout parent activities should be sent
by the most personal netbAd possible.

14. A systematic attempt should be *ado to see that parents
get notion sent to them.

15, Insofar as possible, activities should be schedeed so as
to coincide with periods uhen the nature Intirest of
parents would be expected to be highest.

16. It should be made convenient for parents to participate
in school activities.

17. Activities shoed be provided titioh, variously or in
combination, focus on parents' dradren either directly
or indirectly, on the role antl related performance of the
sohool regarding their ohildren, ana cm the parents' from
role and performance regarding their children.

18. Group discussion activities should be provided for parents.

19. Activities should be provided 'which ars based on parent-
centered needs and interests.

20. Activities should be provided for fathers only.

21 Given a bilingual parent population, translators should
be provided for non-Ergelish speaking parents in:Abair
coontaots with the sohoolo

22. Given a bilingual spent population, froW-time to tine
separate activities should be provided for the ethnie
groups represented.

23. Given a bilingual parent population, the developient of a
bilingual parent leadership *avid be encouraged.

Oh Insofar es Possible, activities should te provided for
parents Ai.* moist than in *roving their nodal aril
soononio status.
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